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PA-TENTOFFICE; ' ' 
’ ANDREWnnunnnprwnsnineronymsrmc'r or COLUMBIA. “ 

t , t J wrnnsnn mm. Moron, 

macaw namesake 23,1929?‘ ‘Seria1Ne.757,706_. ‘ 
To all whom. it may 00mm.» ; a 
‘‘ Be it known that I, ANDREW BENDEB, a 
citizen ‘ of the United States, residing ‘A at 
Washington‘, ‘in the District of Colum 
bin, hays invented new and useful Ini; 
provenlents in Wind and Draft Motors,’ of 
which, the ‘following is a speci?cation, , 
‘My present‘inyention has reference to an 7 

air engine and has for toproduce 
a construction whereby outs} e alrand drait 
created therefrom are utilized ‘for nnpart 

‘ ‘A furthertob'eet is ‘the ‘provision‘of an 
air engine in w ich outside currents of air 
are caused to ‘contact with and rotate a pro;v 
peller‘?having ‘ Vertically disposed‘ radial 
blades and to be directed therefrom onto 
the blades of a propeller of the helical; type 
and from‘ thence‘ direetedinto-e‘a stack v1nv 
whichthene is arranged an axial'?ow pro 
peller designed to be ‘actuated by the Ecuri 
rents of air created by the draft through 
the stack, all of :the propellers being se-yw 
cured upon a suitable shaft which 1s,;-of 
course, rotated with the ,propelTers end 
which is designed to impart motionlto a‘ 
power shaft. ' a ' 

VA further object is the pro-vislo'n of an 
air engine in which both outside air and 
currents of‘airdirectedth-rough a stack are 
utilized for imparting {a continuous rnove‘ 
mentJto a" shaft, and in which nieans is 
provided for directing the]? outside air 

‘ against one of the propellers, ‘means regu 
lnt'ing the amount ‘of air contacting such 
propeller, and means being also. provided 
for regulating the speed of thelshatt oper-l 
ated by the propellers; . v ,1 1,5, “ ,v 

H T‘ the ettainment?of the above broadly 
stated objects and others which ‘will ap-j 
peer the nature of the invention is better 
understood; the improvement further rec-1' 
sides 'in‘ , the novel construction, operative 

~ assoe‘iationend arrangement of parts such 
as is, disclosed by't'he drawings. which 321.94 
company and ‘which form of this apply 
cation and pointed out with, particularity 
in the ‘appendedcleimsg ; 
In the draWingsf-— ‘ _ . Figure ‘1 isle side eleyation of my ini 

prbnement, :with parts'?in section. 
‘,Figure 21s an approximately central 
tics]; longitudinal‘, y'iew through: 

‘i'hdiiiliPI'yOYGlIlQllhyw ,, a l, , V 

Figure '3'isj a sectional ‘View on the line 
3——3‘ of Figured; ’ i ‘ 1_ I 

I Figure" 4: is ease-rational View on‘theline 
é;4'ofFigure 1. “T ' ' i _ ‘ . 

‘Figure 5 is a fragmentary sectional View 
substantially similar to 'Figure‘ét but illusé 
trating aslight modi?cation, _‘ ' i ‘ ' ‘ 

' "As disclosed’ by the drawings, “1 inake use 
of a's‘uita‘ble base On this base ‘I secure 
a ‘skeleton frame‘, the’ same comprising any ‘ 
desired number of "spaced uprights V2, _‘ On 
thelfr'anie ‘uprights 2, at the outer ‘portions 
thereof I‘ secure the ‘depending skirt portion 
{5 of a dome 4.x The doin'e round invplan 
and’ has a ‘?at top, provided with a‘ ‘ 
opening thatissurrounded by an outstand 
ingstack 5; v0n the base‘l ‘there ‘is centrally 
secured a bearing carer‘ one, o-flth'e conical 
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central ' 
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ends ofayertically dis oofsed shaft‘ 7.‘ The . t second or upperend ‘of t e vs'haftis journaled 
in a conical recess‘ ‘in the end of an ustable 
bearing '8, the saidbearing being‘ preferably 
in the nature of a threaded element ‘which is 
screwed through a brace 9 
yerselyiin the stack 5,, ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ , > a 

O ' the shat ‘5' nbovethe bearing 6 there is 
, fixed a ‘gearwheel '10 that is in mesh with a; 
pinion ‘11 on one end of adriyen shaft 12. 
The shaft ‘12 is journaled in suitable bearings 
13 supported from the base lyand has .onits 
outer‘eud ‘a pulley 14 for an endlesslbeltthat‘ 
is designed to be connected to a; suitable 
machine to ‘be driven. The turning’ of the 
shaft 121s regulated by handyioperated brake 
mechanism broadly ‘indicated ‘by the nu 
menus, ‘, v ~~ “ ‘ i ‘. 

Above the " gear 1.0 vthere isl?xed 0n the 
shaft “7 .a :?y Wheel 16 and abone the ?y 
Wheel .there‘lis ?xed on thesaid shaft 7 the‘ 
hollow central portion or core 17 “of two. ro 
pe'l'lers'} " The lower propeller has spacedpra 
dial blades 18 the planes ‘Of-Which are vertie 
cafl, ' These'blndes, are secured touthe $00118 
1:77 and thesebledes may be concave-convex 
in cross section, ‘as illustrated inFigure 401' 
the same may be .straight,- as disclosed 
Figure ,5‘. The straight blades, indicated for 
distinction by, the numeral 18’, are arranged 
at Outward ‘angles which are ‘differently 
pitched ‘so ,as ‘to.v provide a _ ?ared 11110113011- for 

‘ the pocketsfmprovided ,bGtWBQILGEtCh pair 
Qty-blades. ‘ This arrangement‘ is also‘ truev 
with respect to the cross? sectionally rounded ‘ 

- blades 18; thatisx ‘theiinner ends thereof ‘are - 
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10 

disposed closer to the tubular core 17 than 
are the outer ends thereof. In each instance, 
the lower ends’ of the blades ‘are secured upon 
a ?ange 20 that extends a suitable distance 
from, the sides of the core 17. ' 
The de?ector propeller is of a helical type 

and is broadly indicated by the numeral 
20’ and is, as previously intimated, formed" 
on the top of the radial‘ propeller, The 
blades 21 of the helical type"propeller'are' 
extendedfrom ;the core 17 inethe same di 
rection but‘ at ‘slightly different angles where 

‘ by, the lower edges of ‘the adjacent blades 

Vl5 
21' are spaced away from each other a greater 
distance than vare the upperjed'ges of the said 
blades; Also the ‘blades of the de?ector pro 
peller 20’ are disposed over the pockets, pro-_ 
Vided between the blades of'the radial pro 

. peller so that the Currents of air received be 
20 tween the blades of theradial propellerwill 

be directed-between each-,pairof blades of 
" the de?ector‘ ‘propelle'r‘to "further ‘assist in 
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the simultaneous turning of both propellers 
byYthe'currents of air thereagainst. 
Secured on the shaft 7 ,, at the portion 

thereof received within the‘stack' 5 there is 
an axia'l'r?ow propeller 22. \Thebladesof 
this propeller rot-ateangul‘arly from the hub 
thereof and the‘ suction created by the air 
in its passage through the stack, which is 

, accelerated byrthe'outsidecurrents of air 
above the stack‘ creates a suction which ma 
terially adds to'the e?e'ctiveness of the ‘pro 
pellerp 22 __in"assist'ing the radial and helical 
type propellers in turning the shaft 7. Thus 
with my, improvement the shaft. Twill be 
propelled‘ both, by‘the in?uence‘of outside 
airfa'nd by air‘ suction created through the 
stacln “The ‘parts constituting the improve- 
n1ent,‘a'_s above‘ described, may becheaply 
constructed and assembled, ‘andthe shaft 7 
will continue to operate as long asthere is 
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su?ici'ent air or windv to ‘operate the several 
propellers. ' The turning of the shaft '12,'as 
previously’ stated, may be regulatedby' the 
means 15, but in addition to this, I arrange 

a in the stack 5 a valve 23 to regulate,rand‘ if 
desired, ‘to wholly close the‘ air passage 
through the stack, and in this m'annerlike 
wise’ regulate the turning ‘of the shaft 7 v 

y and consequently theturning of the shaft 12'. 
‘The dome has arranged thereover the 
crown portion 24: of a casing: 25. The cas-e 
ing‘does not fully enclose the skeleton frame,‘ 
but has its lower edge disposed slightly be-l 

_ low the radial propeller. Between the ‘crown, 
' "and ' the‘ dome 4 there are‘ anti-frictional 

bearings~26 toinsure the free ‘turning of 
the casing" on the device. ‘ -, The crown p01? 
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tionlis provided with a vane 27 designed to 
befin?uenoed by outside ‘currentsof airtof 

‘Y turn the fca'sing to br1n'g"an;,open1n~ 28' 
thereinv opposite certain of the‘ blades 0 the 
radial,v propeller. ? The air inlet 'openingj28f 
may be closed'by a 'slidabledoor 29 or’may 

, throughthe dome,’ a radial 
the ‘shaft, a helical type‘ airv ‘de ectingiproéf 
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be partly closed so that the ?ow of air to 
the radial propeller maybe shut off ‘or may 
be regulated. In certai-n‘instances‘the'casing 
25 may be dispensed with, but ‘by its em 
ployment, it will be noted that a full yol 
.~.'.ume ofair; currents will be directed against 
certain of the vanes ofthe vertical propeller, 
the vane 27 in?uencing the casing so that 
the opening 28 therein is caused to face the 
direction of the fwind currents. , 
rents of air, after contacting with the blades 
of the vertical propeller will, aspreviously 
stated,be directed ‘upwardly therefrom be 
tween the blades of thelde?e'ctor propeller; 
This action is assisted bythe draftin the 

The cur- 7 

3,0 
stack as: also previously , intimated, ‘so ‘will 
be seen that both outside and inside air cur— 
rents, ‘arecaused‘t’o in?uence the ‘blades or 

'7 yanes ‘of an or the propellers .so' that 1 a {con 
stant and rapidirotary’ motion isimparted‘ 
to the shafts 7 and 12', _ , ‘I 
" ' It is manifest that view’ offtheir'js'ize, 
with respect to the. axial'?'ow'propellei' 722; 
and also incident to‘ the fact that the'radial 

_ propeller‘ is subjected ‘to the "direct" force "of 
outside air, the 7 combined radial and’ helical 
type’ propellers exert great: amount "of a 
power ‘in rotating the‘ shaft , but'this power 
is ‘ materially accelerated by _ the: suction‘ of 
the air through the stack and the action of 
such air on theconiparativ‘ely smallhorizon-v 
tal’ suction? propeller ‘22., ‘ “ a 

’ The improvement 1s, of'cour'se, susceptible 
to such ‘changes and‘ ‘modifications "as fairly 
fall ‘ within the scope‘fof what1._If,olai1n ‘and’ 
therefore ‘I am not‘ to ‘ be limited, to" the 
structural features herein set‘forth and disi 
closed by the drawings. I j‘ ’ 

_» ‘Having described the invention, I'claim :—.< 
‘1.: An air engine including a dome sup?‘ 

ported‘ at an elevation‘and having ‘a stack ‘ 
extending therefroinya vertical shaft ‘haQv-f 
ing oneend" journaled‘in the stack a'rrdfpro-v 
jecting through theudoineya vertically 'dis 
posed radialzpropeller on the shaft,fa helical 
type'air ‘de?ecting propeller on the top of 
the "radial propeller _ and" ‘arranged in f ‘the 
dome, and ‘an ‘axial'?ow; ‘suction propeller 
onthepartof the shaft in the ‘stajekfgf I 

= 294x11 airiengine ‘including a (lOi‘Ilé-fSUP: 
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ported'at an’ elevation andhaving a ‘stack; ‘ ' 
extending therefrom, a vertioal'shafthaving 
one end journaled‘ inthe'stack: and project-i 

'repellefoii 

peller on the‘top of the radiallpropellerifand 
arranged in‘ the dome, ana'xial ,?o‘w suction‘ 
propeller on thev ‘part of the shaftiinfthe' 
stack, and means for regulating "the speed 

I of the propellers. ,. ‘ 

' An air‘ ported at an elevation and havingaww'stfafcke 
extending‘ therefrom,‘ alverticail shaft "have. 
ing one end ‘j'ournaled in thestack an'd,‘_,_pr'oé._v 
jecting through the dome, a“ radial‘ propeller". 

‘engine including-‘a dome 
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on the shaft, a helical type, air de?ecting 
propeller on the top of the vertical propeller 
and arranged in the dome, an axial ?ow suc 
tion propeller on the part of the shaft in the 
stack, means for regulating the speed of 
the propellers, and means for preventing air 
currents contacting the radial propeller. 

4. A wind engine including a skeleton 
frame, a dome supported on the top thereof 
and having a stack extension, a shaft jour 
naled between the bottom of the frame and 
the stack, a hollow core secured on the stack, 
vertically disposed blades extending there 
from and providing a radial propeller, an 
gularly arranged horizontally disposed 
blades extending from the core and disposed 
over the vertical blades and providing a. de 
?ector propeller which is arranged‘ in the 
dome, and an axial ?ow suction propeller 
?xed on the shaft at the portion thereof in 
the stack. 7 

5. An air engine including a base, a skele 
ton frame projecting vertically therefrom, a 
dome on the top of the frame having a stack 
extension, a shaft journaled in bearings be 
tween the base and the stack, a ?y wheel on 
the shaft, a core on the shaft above the ?y 
wheel, vertically disposed blades extending 
from the core- and providing a radial pro 
peller and forming angle air- pockets be 
tween the blades, horizontally disposed an 
gularly arranged blades extending from the 
core, arranged over the blades of the radial 
propeller and providing a helical type de 
flector propeller which is received in the 
dome, an axial ?ow propeller ?xed on the 
shaft in the stack and de?ning angularly 
disposed blades. 

6. An air engine including a base, a skele 
ton frame extending therefrom, a dome on 
the top of the frame having a stack exten 
sion, a shaft journaled in bearings on the‘ 
base and in the dome, a ?y wheel on the 
shaft, a hollow core on the shaft, angularly 
arranged vertically disposed blades radiat 
ing from the core and providing a radial 
propeller, angularly arranged horizontal 
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disposed blades also radiating from the core 
and disposed above and between the blades 
of the radial propeller and providing a de— 50 
?ector propeller, an axial ?ow propeller ‘ 
?xed on the part of the shaft in the stack 
and de?ning angularly disposed blades, a 
horizontal shaft operated by the turning of 
the ?rst mentioned shaft, brake means there 
for, and a damper in the stack. 

7. An air engine comprising an upright 
skeleton frame having a dome at the top 
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thereof and a stack extending from the' 
dome, a vertically disposed shaft journaled 
centrally between the bottom of the frame 
and the stack, and the bearing for the shaft 
in the» stack being adjustable, _»a. radial pro 
peller carried by the shaft, a helical type 
propeller disposed over the radial propeller 
and arranged in the dome, an axial flow 
propeller on the shaft arranged in the stack, 
a partly open casing surrounding the frame 
having a crown disposed over the dome, 
anti-frictional bearings between the crown 
and dome, and a vane on the casing. 

8. An air engine comprising an upright 
skeleton frame having a dome at the top 
thereof and ‘a stack extending from the 
dome, a vertically disposed shaft journaled 
centrally between the bottom of the frame 
and the stack, and the bearing for the shaft 
in the stack being adjustable, a radial pro 
peller carried by the shaft, a helical type 
propeller disposed over the radial propeller 
and arranged in the dome, an axial flow 
propeller on the shaft arranged in the stack, 
a partly open casing surrounding the frame 
having a crown disposed over the dome, 
anti-frictional bearings between the crown 
and dome, a vane on the casing, a door fon 
closing or partly closing the opening in the 
casing, means for regulating the passage of 
air through the stack, and means for regu 
lating the speed of the shaft when the latter 
is turned by the propellers; ' 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature. 

ANDREW BENDER; 
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